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Dockets UE-190698 and UE-191023 IRP and CEIP Rulemaking 

Commission Staff’s List of Accepted CR-102 Changes 

 

WAC Proposed Change Reason 

-605 “Indicator” definition 

and all uses of indicator in the 

rule: -640(4)(c), -640(5)(c), -

650(1)(d)(i), -650(1)(e), -

655(1)(b); -665(2)(a)(i), and -

665(2)(a)(ii).  

Before indicator add 

“Customer benefit.” Note that 

change in term requires 

moving the definition due to 

alphabetical order. 

Further clarification of term; 

allows for other types of 

indicators in the future. 

 

-620(11)(b) Add “power” after 

“purchases, and” and delete 

“power” after “purchase”. 

Clarifying edit. 

 

-620(12)(h)  Insert citation “RCW 

19.405.040(1)(b)” after 

“under” and delete “RCW 

19.405.090”. 

Incorrect statute citation. 

 

-620(14) Insert “and in an easily 

accessible format” after 

“RCW 19.280.030(10)(a) and 

(b)” and before “as an 

appendix” 

Clarifying edit and 

consistency with all data 

disclosure locations in rule.  

-625(2)(f) Move (f)(i)-(iv) to a new 

subsection -625(5) titled 

“Publicly Available 

Information”; delete “a 

website managed by the 

utility” after “a link to” and 

before “,”updated in a timely 

manner”; insert “the utility’s 

website” after “a link to” and 

before “,updated in a timely 

manner”; delete “the 

following information:” after 

“makes publicly available”; 

insert “information related to 

the IRP, including 

information outlined in WAC 

480-100-625(5).” after 

“makes publicly available” 

Organizing edit based on 

feedback from Avista; 

insertion of new citation so 

requirements continue to 

track; grammatical edits to 

maintain consistency. 

-630(1) Insert citation “WAC 480-

100-625(5)” after “and 

consistent with” and before “, 

Edit to maintain consistency 

between requirements and 

newly organized “Publicly 
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the utility must communicate 

with advisory groups”; delete 

“WAC 480-100-625(2)(f)” 

after “and consistent with” 

and before “, the utility must 

communicate with advisory 

groups” 

Available Information” 

subsection of WAC 480-100-

625. 

-630(3) Insert “used to develop its 

IRP” after “all of its data 

inputs and files” and before 

“available to the 

commission”; insert “non-

confidential” after 

“supporting documentation as 

well as” and before “data 

inputs and files”; insert “in an 

easily accessible format” after 

“advisory group member 

review” and before “upon 

request” 

Clarifying edit and 

consistency with all data 

disclosure locations in rule.  

-640 Rename section as “Content 

of Clean Energy 

Implementation Plan” 

Clarifying edit and 

consistency with -620, 

Content of an Integrated 

Resource Plan.  

-640(3)(b) Insert “and in an easily 

accessible format” after 

“native format” and before 

“as an appendix”; Delete “,as 

required in WAC 480-100-

655(1)(g),” after “native 

format” and before “as an 

appendix” 

Clarifying edit and 

consistency with all data 

disclosure locations in rule.  

-640(4)(c) After “reduction of cost,” add 

“reduction of risk.”  

Oversight in rules. Change 

requires at least one customer 

benefit indicator for each 

element in RCW 

19.405.040(8). 

-640(5) After “must meet” add “and 

be consistent with” 

Integrates “consistent with” 

CETA language found in 

multiple parts of the IRP and 

CEIP rules. 

-650(1)(k) Insert “and in an easily 

accessible format” after 

“native format” and before 

Clarifying edit and 

consistency with all data 

disclosure locations in rule. 
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“as an appendix”; Delete “ 

per WAC 480-100-655(1)(g)” 

after “native format” and 

before “as an appendix” 

-650(3)(e) Insert “(e.g.,” after “they 

were used” and before 

“voluntary renewable 

programs”; Delete “(i.e.,” 

after “they were used” and 

before “voluntary renewable 

programs” Delete (, etc.) 

Clarifying edits. 

 

-655(1)(g) Insert “used to develop its 

CEIP” after “data inputs and 

files” and before “available to 

the commission”; insert “as 

well as non-confidential data 

inputs and files” after 

“supporting documentation” 

and before “must be available 

for advisory group review”; 

insert “in an easily accessible 

format” after “advisory group 

member review” and before 

“upon request” 

Clarifying edit and 

consistency with -630(3).  

-660(6)(b)  Insert citation “RCW 

19.405.040(1)(b)” after 

“under” and delete “RCW 

19.405.060(3)(a)”. 

Incorrect statute citation. 

 

 


